----HALLOWEEN STORY---We walked up the old wooden steps to the front door. The door
creaked open and we went inside, sat down, and started to eat a
chocolate bar, when…

… we heard a whisper we didn’t understand what it said so we
believed that was just the wind, so we continued to eat our chocolate
bars . A few minutes later we heard this whisper again but this time I
understood the voice. It said :”
”
We all

!We ran to the door, it was locked ,we were even

more scared ,we sticked together and started with
though) to

,we started to

(not a lot

the house. It was a very

small house but after a while I slipped on something, it was a trapdoor
leading to the

! We heard the voice again “
” and I saw a

blue light in the very dark basement. We agreed to go downstairs.
The basement was the darkest place I’d ever seen ,I couldn’t see my
feet! The floor creeked, we were really

but we continued. At

some point, the floor changed, it became earth. A blue creepy light

was switched on, we were in a very old

and we saw a very

big door, 4 or 5 meters tall. We opened it, there was a very long
corridor and a

in the middle, we

spell:”

The

cast a

we were paralyzed with

couldn’t do anything. The
friends fell as if he were

we

started to materialize, one of my
and the ghost finished his

materialization. He became a human being, he had black hair, a white
skin like bones and he was all dressed in black. He put his hands in
his pockets and took a knife,

I jumped on him, he fell

and my friend took his knife and killed him. My other friend woke up.
We ran to the exit and outside the weather was fine, the house
disappeared and we went home at noon, scared.

THE END
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